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Abstract- We present the source-tree adaptive routing (STAR)
protocol, which we show through simulation experiments to be far
more efficient than the Dynamic Source Routing (DSR) protocol,
which has been shown to be one of the best performing on-demand
routing protocols. A router in STAR communicates to its neighbors
the parameters of its source routing tree, which consists of each
link that the router needs to reach every destination. To conserve
transmission bandwidth and energy, a router transmits changes to
its source routing tree only when the router detects new destina-
tions, the possibility of looping, or the possibility of node failures
or network partitions.

I. I NTRODUCTION

Multi-hop packet-radio networks, or ad-hoc networks, consist of
mobile hosts interconnected by routers that can also move. The de-
ployment of such routers is ad-hoc and the topology of the network
is very dynamic, because of host and router mobility, signal loss and
interference, and power outages. In addition, the channel bandwidth
available in ad-hoc networks is relatively limited compared to wired
networks, and untethered routers may need to operate with battery-life
constraints.

Routing algorithms for ad-hoc networks can be categorized accord-
ing to the way in which routers obtain routing information, and ac-
cording to the type of information they use to compute preferred paths.
In terms of the way in which routers obtain information, routing pro-
tocols have been classified as table-driven and on-demand. In terms
of the type of information used by routing protocols, routing protocols
can be classified into link-state protocols and distance-vector protocols.
Routers running a link-state protocol use topology information to make
routing decisions; routers running a distance-vector protocol use dis-
tances and, in some cases, path information, to destinations to make
routing decisions.

In an on-demand routing protocol, routers maintain path information
for only those destinations that they need to contact as a source or re-
lay of information. The basic approach consists of allowing a router
that does not know how to reach a destination to send a flood-search
message to obtain the path information it needs. The first routing pro-
tocol of this type was proposed to establish virtual circuits in the MSE
network [9], and there are several more recent examples of this ap-
proach (e.g., AODV [13], DSR [7], TORA [11]). The Dynamic Source
Routing (DSR) protocol has been shown to outperform many other on-
demand routing protocols [2]. All of the on-demand routing protocols
reported to date are based on distances to destinations, and there have
been no on-demand link-state proposals to date.

In a table-driven algorithm, each router maintains path information
for each known destination in the network and updates its routing-table
entries as needed. Examples of table-driven algorithms based on dis-
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tance vectors are the routing protocol of the DARPA packet-radio net-
work [8], DSDV [12], WRP [15], and WIRP [4]. Prior table-driven
approaches to link-state routing in packet-radio networks are based on
topology broadcast. However, disseminating complete link-state infor-
mation to all routers incurs excessive communication overhead in an
ad-hoc network because of the dynamics of the network and the small
bandwidth available. Accordingly, all link-state routing approaches for
packet-radio networks have been based on hierarchical routing schemes
[14], [16].

To date, the debate on whether a table-driven or an on-demand rout-
ing approach is best for wireless networks has assumed that table-
driven routing necessarily has to provide optimum (e.g., shortest-path)
routing, when in fact on-demand routing protocols cannot ensure opti-
mum paths. In this paper, we introduce the source-tree adaptive routing
(STAR) protocol, which is the first example of a table-driven routing
protocol that is more efficient than any on-demand routing protocol by
exploiting link-state information and allowing paths taken to destina-
tions to deviate from the optimum in order to save bandwidth. Further-
more, STAR can be used with distributed hierarchical routing schemes
proposed in the past for both distance-vector or link-state routing.

Section II describes STAR, and Section III compares STAR’s perfor-
mance against the performance of DSR, which has been shown to incur
the least overhead among several on-demand routing protocols [2].

II. STAR DESCRIPTION

A. Overview

In STAR, each router reports to its neighbors the characteristics of
every link it uses to reach a destination. The set of links used by a
router in its preferred path to destinations is called thesource treeof
the router. A router knows its adjacent links and the source trees re-
ported by its neighbors; the aggregation of a router’s adjacent links and
the source trees reported by its neighbors constitute a partialtopology
graph. The links in the source tree and topology graph must be adja-
cent links or links reported by at least one neighbor. The router uses
the topology graph to generate its own source tree. Each router derives
a routing table specifying the successor to each destination by running
a localroute-selection algorithmon its source tree. Although any type
of local route-selection algorithm can be used in STAR, we describe
STAR assuming that Dijkstra’s shortest-path first (SPF) algorithm is
used at each router to compute preferred paths.

A router running STAR sends updates on its source tree to its neigh-
bors only when it loses all paths to one ore more destinations, when it
detects a new destination, or when it determines that local changes to
its source tree can potentially create long term routing loops. Because
each router communicates its source tree to its neighbors, the deletion
of a link no longer used to reach a destination is implicit with the addi-
tion of the new link used to reach the destination and need not be sent
explicitly as an update; a router makes explicit reference to a failed link
only when the deletion of a link causes the router to have no paths to
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one or more destinations, in which case the router cannot provide new
links to make the deletion of the failed link implicit.

The basic update unit used in STAR to communicate changes to
source trees is the link-state update (LSU). An LSU for a link(u; v)
in an update message is a tuple(u; v; l; sn) reporting the character-
istics of the link, wherel represents the cost of the link andsn is the
sequence number assigned to the LSU; an update message contains one
or more LSUs. For a link between routeru and router or destinationv,
routeru is called thehead nodeof the link in the direction fromu to v.
The head node of a link is the only router that can report changes in the
parameters of that link.

LSUs are validated using sequence numbers, a router receiving an
LSU accepts the LSU as valid if the received LSU has a larger sequence
number than the sequence number of the LSU stored from the same
source, or if there is no entry for the link in the topology graph and the
LSU is not reporting an infinite cost. Link-state information for failed
links are the only LSUs erased from the topology graph due to aging
(which is in the order of an hour after having processed the LSU). LSUs
for operational links are erased from the topology graph when the links
are erased from the source tree of all the neighbors.

We note that, because LSUs for operational links never age out, there
is no need for the head node of a link to send periodic LSUs to update
the sequence number of the link. This is very important, because it
means that STAR does not need periodic update messages to validate
link-state information like OSPF [10] and every single routing protocol
based on sequence numbers or time stamps does! To simplify our de-
scription, the specification in the rest of this paper describes STAR as if
unbounded counters were available to keep track of sequence numbers.

An underlying protocol, which we call the neighbor protocol, as-
sures that a router detects within a finite time the existence of a new
neighbor and the loss of connectivity with a neighbor, and provides
the reliable transmission of update messages generated by STAR to
the neighbors of the router. All messages, changes in the cost of a
link, link failures, and new-neighbor notifications are processed one at
a time within a finite time and in the order in which they are detected.
Routers are assumed to operate correctly, and information is assumed
to be stored without errors. The cost of a failed link is considered to be
infinity.

B. Exchanging Update Messages

We can distinguish between two main approaches to updating rout-
ing information in the routing protocols that have been designed for
wireless networks: theoptimum routing approach(ORA) and theleast-
overhead routing approach(LORA). With ORA, the routing protocol
attempts to update routing tables as quickly as possible to provide paths
that are optimum with respect to a defined metric. In contrast, with
LORA, the routing protocol attempts to provide viable paths according
to a given performance metric, which need not be optimum, to incur
the least amount of control traffic.

On-demand routing protocols such as DSR follow LORA. Interest-
ingly, all the table-driven routing protocols reported to date for ad-hoc
networks adhere to ORA, and admittedly have been adaptations of rout-
ing protocols developed for wired networks; STAR is the first table-
driven routing protocol that implements LORA.

In an on-demand routing protocol, a router can keep using a path
found as long as the path leads to the destination, even if the path does
not have optimum cost. A similar approach is used in STAR, because
each router has a complete path to every destination as part of its source
tree. A routeri running STAR should send update messages according
to the following three rules, which inform routers of unreachable desti-
nations, new destinations, and update topology information to prevent
permanent routing loops. Routeri implements these rules by com-

paring its source tree against the source trees it has received from its
neighbors.

LORA-1: Routeri finds a new destination, or any of its neighbors
reports a new destination.

Whenever a router hears from a new neighbor that is also a new
destination, it sends an update message that includes the new LSUs in
its source tree. Obviously, when a router is first initialized or after a
reboot, the router itself is a new destination and should send an update
message to its neighbors. Link-level support should be used for the
router to know its neighbors within a short time, and then report its
links to those neighbors with LSUs sent in an update message. Else, a
simple way to implement an initialization action consists of requiring
the router to listen for some time for neighbor traffic, so that it can
detect the existence of links to neighbors.

LORA-2: At least one destination becomes unreachable to routeri

or any of its neighbors.

When a router processes an input event (e.g., a link fails, an update
message is received) that causesall its paths through all its neighbors
to one or more destination to be severed, the router sends an update
message that includes an LSU specifying an infinite cost for the link
connecting to the head of each subtree of the source tree that becomes
unreachable. The update message does not have to include an LSU for
each node in an unreachable subtree, because a neighbor receiving the
update message has the sending node’s source tree and can therefore
infer that all nodes below the root of the subtree are also unreachable,
unless LSUs are sent for new links used to reach some of the nodes in
the subtree.

LORA-3: This rule has three parts:

1. A path implied in the source tree of routeri leads to a loop.
2. The new successor chosen to a given destination has an address

larger than the address of routeri.
3. The reported distance from the new chosen successorn to a des-

tination j is longer than the reported distance from the previous
successor to the same destination. However, if the link(i; j) fails
andn is a neighbor ofj, no update message is needed regarding
j or any destination whose path fromi involvesj.

Each time a router processes an update message from a neighbor, it
updates that neighbor’s source tree and traverses that tree to determine
for which destinations its neighbor uses the router as a relay in its pre-
ferred paths. The router then determines if it is using the same neighbor
as a relay for any of the same destinations. A routing loop is detected
if the router and neighbor use each other as relay to any destination, in
which case the loop must be broken and the router must send an update
message with the corresponding changes.

To explain the need for the second part of LORA-3, we observe that,
in any routing loop among routers with unique addresses, one of the
routers must have the smallest address in the loop; therefore, if a router
is forced to send an update message when it chooses a successor whose
address is larger than its own, then it is not possible for all routers in
a routing loop to remain quiet after choosing one another, because at
least one of them is forced to send an update message, which causes
the loop to break when routers update their source trees.

The last part of LORA-3 is needed when link costs can assume dif-
ferent values in different directions, in which case the second part of
LORA-3 may not suffice to break loops because the node with the
smallest address in the loop may not have to change successors when
the loop is formed. The following example illustrates this scenario.
Consider the six-node wireless network shown in Figure 1 and assume
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that the third part of LORA-3 is not in effect at the routers running
STAR. In this example, nodes are given identifiers that are lexicograph-
ically ordered, i.e.,a is the smallest identifier andf is the largest iden-
tifier in the graph. All links and nodes are assumed to have the same
propagation delays, and all the links but link(b; c) have unit cost. Fig-
ures 1(b) through 1(d) show the source trees according to STAR at the
routers indicated with filled circles for the network topology depicted
in Figure 1(a). Arrowheads on solid lines indicate the direction of the
links stored in the router’s source tree. Figure 1(e) showsc’s new source
tree after processing the failure of link(c; d); we note thatc does not
generate an update message, becausec > b by assumption. Suppose
link (b; e) fails immediately after the failure of(c; d), nodeb computes
its new source tree shown in Figure 1(f) without reporting changes to it
becausea is its new successor to destinationsd, e, andf , anda < b. A
permanent loop forms among nodesa, b, andc.

Figure 2 depicts the sequence of events triggered by the execution
of the third part of LORA-3 in the same example introduced in Fig-
ure 1, after the failures of links(c; d) and(b; e). The figure shows the
LSUs generated by the node with filled circle transmitted in an update
message to the neighbors, and shows such LSUs in parentheses. The
third element in an LSU corresponds to the cost of the link. Unlike in
the previous example, nodec transmits an update message after pro-
cessing the failure of link(c; d) because of the third part of LORA-3;
the distance from the new successorb to d andf is longer than from
the previous successord. When link (b; e) fails, nodeb realizes that
the destinationsd, e, andf are unreachable and generates an update
message reporting the failure of the link connecting to the head of the
subtree of the source tree that becomes unreachable. The update mes-
sage fromb triggers the update messages that allow nodesa, b, andc
to realize that there are no paths tod, e, andf . A similar sequence of
events takes place at the other side of the network partition.

The example shown in Figure 3 illustrates the scenario in which a
router that chooses a new successor to a destination with a larger dis-
tance to it does not need to send an update message. For this example,
the source trees of nodesa, b, andc are depicted in Figures 2(c), 1(c),
and 2(b), respectively. Figure 3(b) shows the new source tree of nodec

after the failure of link(c; b). In this case,c does not need to send an
update message because the parent node of the subtree headed byb is a
neighbor ofc and therefore no permanent loop can be formed.

To ensure that the above rules work with incremental updates speci-
fying only changes to a source tree, a router must remember the source
tree that was last notified to its neighbors. If any of LORA-1 to LORA-
3 are satisfied, the router must do one of two things:

� If the new source tree includes new neighbors than those present
in the source tree that was last updated, then the router must send
its entire source tree in its update, so that new neighbors learn
about all the destinations the router knows.

� If the two source trees imply the same neighbors, the router sends
only the updates needed to obtain the new tree from the old one.

To ensure that STAR stops sending update messages, a simple rule
can be used to determine which router must stop using its neighbor as
a relay, such a rule can be, for example, “the router with the smaller
address must change its path.”

The above rules are sufficient to ensure that every router obtains
loopless paths to all known destinations, without the routers having
to send updates periodically. In addition to the ability for a router to
detect loops in STAR, the two key features that enable STAR to adopt
LORA are: (a) validating LSUs without the need of periodic updates,
and (b) the ability to either listen to neighbors’ packets or use a neigh-
bor protocol at the link layer to determine who the neighbors of a router
are.

If ORA is to be supported in STAR, the only rule needed for sending
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Fig. 1. Routers running STAR without the third part of LORA-3 in effect.
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Fig. 2. Routers running STAR with the third part of LORA-3 in effect.
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Fig. 3. The third part of LORA-3 not always triggers the generation of an update message:
(a) network topology, and (b) the new source tree of nodec after processing the failure
of link (c; b).

update messages consists of a router sending an update message every
time its source tree changes.

III. PERFORMANCEEVALUATION

STAR has the same communication, storage, and time complexity
than ALP [5] and efficient table-driven distance-vector routing proto-
cols proposed to date (e.g., WRP [15]). However, worst-case perfor-
mance is not truly indicative of STAR’s performance.

We compare STAR with DSR, because DSR has been shown to be
one of the best-performing on-demand routing protocols [2].

The protocol stack implementation in our simulator runs the very
same code used in a real embedded wireless router and IP (Internet
Protocol) is used as the network protocol.

The link layer implements a medium access control (MAC) protocol
similar to the IEEE 802.11 [6] standard and the physical layer is based
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on a direct sequence spread spectrum radio with a link bandwidth of 1
Mbit/sec. The neighbor protocol is configured to report loss of connec-
tivity to a neighbor if the probation of the link fails in a period of about
10 seconds.

The simulation experiments use 20 nodes forming an ad-hoc net-
work, moving over a flat space (5000m x 7000m), and initially ran-
domly distributed at a density of one node per square kilometer.

The simulation study was conducted in the C++ Protocol Toolkit
(CPT) simulator environment.

The simulation experiments use the same methodology used recently
to evaluate DSR and other on-demand routing protocols [2]. To run
DSR in our simulation environment, we ported the ns2 code available
from [17] into the CPT simulator. There are only two differences in our
DSR implementation with respect to that used in [2]: (1) in the embed-
ded wireless routers and simulated protocol stack we used there is no
access to the MAC layer and cannot reschedule packets already sched-
uled for transmission over a link (however, this is the case for all the
protocols we simulate), and (2) routers cannot operate their network in-
terfaces inpromiscuous modebecause the MAC protocol operates over
multiple channels and a router does not know on which channels its
neighbors are transmitting, unless the packets are meant for the router.
Both STAR and DSR can buffer 20 packets that are awaiting discovery
of a route through the network.

The overall goal of the simulation experiments was to measure the
ability of the routing protocols to react to changes in the network topol-
ogy while delivering data packets to their destinations. To measure
this ability we applied to the simulated network three different com-
munication patterns corresponding to 8, 14, and 20 data flows. The
total workload in the three scenarios was the same and consisted of 32
data packets/sec, in the scenario with 8 flows each continuous bit rate
(CBR) source generated 4 packets/sec, in the scenario with 20 sources
each CBR source generated 1.6 packets/sec, and in the scenario with 14
flows there were 7 flows from distinct CBR sources to the same destina-
tionD generating an aggregate of 28 packets/sec and 7 flows havingD

as the CBR source and the other 7 sources of data as destinations. In all
the scenarios the number of unique destinations was 8 and the packet
size was 64 bytes. The data flows were started at times uniformly dis-
tributed between 20 and 120 seconds (we chose to start the flows after
20 seconds of simulated time to give some time to the Link Layer for
determining the set of nodes that are neighbors of the routers).

The protocol evaluations are based on the simulation of 20 wireless
nodes in continuous motion for 900 and 1800 seconds of simulated
time.

Tables I and II summarize the behavior of STAR and DSR accord-
ing to the simulated time. The tables show the total number of update
packets transmitted by the nodes and the total number of data packets
delivered to the applications for the three simulated workloads. The
total number of update packets transmitted by routers running STAR
varies with the number of changes in link connectivity while DSR gen-
erates control packets based on both variation of changes in connectiv-
ity and the type of workload inserted in the network. Routers running
STAR generated less update packets than DSR in all simulated scenar-
ios, the difference increased significantly when data traffic was inserted
in the network for 1800 seconds: routers running DSR sent from 100%
to 600% more update packets than STAR when nodes were moving
during 1800 seconds of simulated time, and from 35% to 400% more
update packets when nodes were moving during 900 seconds. Both
STAR and DSR were able to deliver about the same number of data
packets to the applications in the simulated scenarios with 8 and 14
flows. When we increased the number of sources of data from 8 to 20
nodes, while inserting the same number of data packets in the network
(32 packets/sec), we observed that STAR was able to deliver as much

Number Update Pkts Sent Data Pkts Delivered Data Pkts
of Flows STAR DSR STAR DSR Generated

8 585 791 14898 14740 24100
14 560 1466 15206 15367 25917
20 575 3122 13922 6830 23718

TABLE I

AVERAGE PERFORMANCE OFSTAR AND DSR FOR NODES MOVING DURING900

SECONDS OF SIMULATED TIME, TOTAL CHANGES IN LINK CONNECTIVITY WAS 1460.

Number Update Pkts Sent Data Pkts Delivered Data Pkts
of Flows STAR DSR STAR DSR Generated

8 946 1963 33159 32650 52900
14 911 2648 31992 32390 54716
20 934 6605 29978 10175 52518

TABLE II

AVERAGE PERFORMANCE OFSTAR AND DSR FOR NODES MOVING DURING1800

SECONDS OF SIMULATED TIME, TOTAL CHANGES IN LINK CONNECTIVITY WAS 2787.

as three times more data packets than DSR during 1800 seconds of sim-
ulated time, and almost twice the amount of data packets delivered by
DSR during 900 seconds of simulated time.

The MAC layer discards all packets scheduled for transmission to a
neighbor when the link to the neighbor fails, which contributes to the
high loss of data packets seen by nodes. In DSR, each packet header
carries the complete ordered list of routers through which the packet
must pass and may be updated by nodes along the path towards the
destination. The low throughput achieved by DSR for the case of 20
sources of data is due to the poor choice of source routes the routers
make, leading to a significant increase in the number of ROUTE ER-
ROR packets generated. Data packets are also discarded due to lack of
routes to the destinations because the network may become temporar-
ily partitioned or because the routing tables have not converged in the
highly dynamic topology we simulate.

Figures 4(a) through 4(c) show the cumulative distribution of packet
delay experienced by data packets during 1800 seconds of simulated
time, for a workload of 8, 14, and 20 flows respectively. The higher
delay introduced by DSR when relaying data packets is not directly

Number Protocol Number of Hops
of Flows 1 2 3 4 5 6

8 STAR 92.0 7.4 0.2 0.4
DSR 64.9 31.2 2.6 1.3

14 STAR 82.0 16.0 1.7 0.3
DSR 64.1 26.9 4.0 4.5 0.5

20 STAR 92.6 5.1 2.0 0.3
DSR 61.9 32.4 5.1 0.3 0.3

TABLE III

DISTRIBUTION OF DATA PACKETS DELIVERED ACCORDING TO THE NUMBER OF

HOPS TRAVERSED(900 SECONDS OF SIMULATED TIME).

Number Protocol Number of Hops
of Flows 1 2 3 4 5 6

8 STAR 92.8 6.7 0.3 0.2
DSR 64.3 29.2 5.9 0.6

14 STAR 86.0 11.4 2.2 0.2 0.2
DSR 71.4 21.8 3.0 3.6 0.2

20 STAR 91.1 6.9 1.4 0.5 0.1
DSR 67.5 28.7 3.5 0.2 0.1

TABLE IV

DISTRIBUTION OF DATA PACKETS DELIVERED ACCORDING TO THE NUMBER OF

HOPS TRAVERSED(1800 SECONDS OF SIMULATED TIME).
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Fig. 4. Cumulative distribution of packet delay experienced by data packets during 1800
seconds of simulated time for a workload of (a) 8 flows, (b) 14 flows, and (c) 20 flows.

related with the number of hops traversed by the packets (as shown in
Tables III and IV) but with the poor choice of source routes when the
number of flows increase from 8 to 20.

In all the simulation scenarios the number of destinations was set
to just 40% of the number of nodes in the network in order to be fair
with DSR. For the cases in which all the nodes in the network receive
data, STAR would introduce no extra overhead while DSR could be
severely penalized. It is also important to note the low ratio of update
messages generated by STAR compared to the number of changes in
link connectivity (Tables I and II).

We note that in cases where routers fail or the network becomes par-
titioned for extended time periods the bandwidth consumed by STAR is
much the same as in scenarios in which no router fails, because all that
must happen is for updates about the failed links to unreachable desti-
nations to propagate across the network. In contrast, DSR and several
other on-demand routing protocols would continue to send flood-search
messages trying to reach the failed destination, which would cause a
worst-case bandwidth utilization for DSR. To illustrate the impact the
failure of a single destination has in DSR we have re-run the simulation
scenario with 8 flows present in the network for 1800 seconds making
one of the destinations fail after 900 seconds of simulated time, routers
running STAR sent 1088 update packets while routers running DSR
sent 3043 update packets. The existence of a single flow of data to a
destination that was unreachable for 900 seconds made DSR to gener-
ate 55% more update packets while STAR generated about the same
number of updates (see Table II).

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We have presented STAR, a link-state protocol that incurs less over-
head than on-demand routing protocols. Because STAR can be used
with any clustering mechanism proposed to date, these results clearly
indicate that STAR is a very attractive approach for routing in packet-
radio networks. Perhaps more importantly, the approach we have in-
troduced in STAR for least-overhead routing opens up many research
avenues, such as developing similar protocols based on distance vectors
and determining how route aggregation works under LORA.
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